Global honored to receive $100K from Daniels Fund

Global's Health and Wellness Programs hit the ground running in 2017 with a game-changing generous grant from the Daniels Fund. Global is excited to keep our momentum going by improving and growing our 8 programs.

DONATE
and create opportunities for people with Down syndrome today.

EVENTS & AWARDS
New Accepting Applications for Global's STAR Educational Grants

CNN features Global Scientist
Doctor Huntington Potter, Director of Alzheimer's Research at the Crnic Institute for Down Syndrome and the Rocky Mountain Alzheimer's Disease Center — two Global affiliates, underscores a catastrophic world future if we don't cure Alzheimer's.

Join Our Fight to Provide All People with Down Syndrome Equal Rights!
We should all have rights; regardless of race, class, gender, or country of birth; however, rights have never been guaranteed for people who are differently-abled. Help us support these rights by donating towards Global's life-changing research, medical care, educational and advocacy efforts.

Actor, Singer, PB&J connoisseur— introducing 2017 BBBY Ambassador Marcus Sikora
As an author, singer, actor, and Down syndrome advocate, Marcus Sikora has already accomplished more in his life than most other 26-year-olds. Now he’s adding one more thing to his plate: being the 2017 Be Beautiful Be Yourself Ambassador, and he couldn’t be more excited!

New Global Membership Grants help employ 32 people with Down syndrome

Donate now
Learn more about Marcus

Support life-changing research and medical care for people with Down syndrome today.